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Latin name of the genus and species of the plant claimed: Prunus persica L. Batsch.



France. More particularly, it blooms 2 days before ‘MAIL LARFLAT’ (sold under the trademark SWEETCAP®, non



Variety denomination: ‘FLATBEAUTI’.



patented), betWeen the 9th and the 15th of March, and 3 days



This application claims priority of Community plant vari



time long more. The ?rst fruit of ‘FLATPRETTY’ ripens at



the end of June and beginning of July, 30 days before ‘MAIL LARFLAT’ (sold under the trademark SWEETCAP®, non



ety right No. 2010/0508 ?led on Mar. 2, 2010 (Mar. 2, 2010) Which is hereby incorporated by reference in its entirety.



patented). More particularly, it approximately ripens betWeen June 28”’ and July 9”’. ‘NECTARMAGIE’ (U.S. Plant Pat.



BACKGROUND OF THE NEW VARIETY



No. 17,579) results from an open pollinated cross of ‘MAIL LARMAGIE’ White nectarine tree (sold under the trademark MAGIQUE®) that Was used as the seed parent. As ‘MAIL



The present invention relates to a neW and distinct variety



of White ?at peach tree, Prunuspersica L. Batsch, Which has been given the variety denomination ‘FLATBEAUTI’. This neW tree produces fruit With a long shelf life Without alter ation both on the tree after groWth completion and after har



vesting, large fruit With very good eating quality, fresh fruit for fresh market in mid July in the Pyrénées-Orientales department, France. Contrast is made to ‘FLATPRETTY’



(U.S. Plant Pat. No. 21,389) ?at White peach tree, standard variety, for reliable description. ‘FLATBEAUTI’ is a prom ising candidate for commercial success in that it has a semi



late period ?owering, fruit With very long shelf life Without alteration after harvesting, and so a very durable fruit.
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LARMAGIE’ (MAGIQUE®) nectarine tree has non-shoWy (campanulate) ?owers, ?oWers blooming occur before pollen maturity. Cross-pollination With varieties in the vicinity of the mother-tree should have occurred. Pollen parent is unknoWn. It blooms in early March in South of France, more particu larly one day after ‘MAILLARMAGIE’ (MAGIQUE®) vari ety, betWeen March 3rd and Mar. 15th. The ?rst fruit of ‘NECTARMAGIE’ (U.S. Plant Pat. No. 17,579) nectarine tree ripens in July, more particularly about 3 to 4 days before the ?rst fruit of ‘MAILLARMAGIE’ (MAGIQUE®) variety, betWeen July 3rd and July 13th. ‘FLATBEAUTI’ variety Was



obtained by hybridizing and propagated by grafting in Elne, Pyrénées-Orientales department, France. ‘FLATBEAUTI’ variety has been determined to have unique tree and fruit



ORIGIN OF THE VARIETY



‘FLATBEAUTI’ peach tree originated in a cultivated area



of the south of France, in the Pyrénées-Orientales depart



25 characteristics making it Worthy for commercial fresh fruit production. There are no knoWn effects of this standard root



stock on this scion cultivar. Asexually propagated plants



ment, Where it Was tested. The male parent is ‘FLAT



remained true to the original tree and all characteristics of the tree and the fruit Were transmitted. The plant of the ‘FLAT



PRETTY’ (U.S. Plant Pat. No. 21,389) ?at White peach tree,



BEAUTI’ variety Was reproduced asexually in Elne,



very productive, With a very attractive fruit of pink red blush color on a pink cream ground color. The female parent ‘NECTARMAGIE’ (U.S. Plant Pat. No. 17,579) is a White nectarine tree, very productive, With very attractive and very



the plant of the ‘FLATBEAUTI’ variety Was reproduced by



large fruit. ‘FLATPRETTY’ (US. Plant Pat. No. 21,389) variety Was obtained by open-pollination of ‘MAIL LARFLAT’ peach tree (sold under the trademark SWEET CAP®, non-patented). It blooms in March in the South of



Pyrénées-Orientales department, France. More particularly,



grafting. SUMMARY OF THE VARIETY The neW and distinct variety of ?at White peach tree ‘ FLAT



BEAUTI’ blooms in early March near Elne in the Pyrenees
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3 Orientales department, France. The ?owering period is con



ignations are by reference to The R.H. S. Colour Chart (Fourth



sidered as semi-late in the South of France. The ?rst fruit of



Edition) provided by The Royal Horticultural Society of



‘FLATBEAUTI’ ripens in mid July, at the same period than



Great Britain. Tree: SizaiMedium to high as compared to other common commercial peach cultivars. The tree siZe the ?rst year was approximately 2.50 meters. The tree was pruned during each following dormant season to a height of approximately 2.50 meters. Current seasons shoots growth could reach 0.80 meters. So the tree siZe from the second year (second and next years) reached a ?nal height of 3.30 meters including current seasons



‘FLATPRETTY’ (U.S. Plant Pat. No. 21,389) variety. More particularly it ripens between the 7th of July and the 23rd of



July. DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS



In the accompanying pictures, which are as nearly true as it is reasonably possible to make in a color illustration of this



type: FIG. 1 is a color photograph which depicts the ?ower buds at different development stages, and the reverse and side view



of the ?ower and the reproductive organs with petals removed, of the new variety. FIG. 2 is a color photograph which shows three typical specimens of the fruit, one having been cut in half with the pit being left in one of the halves for depicting fruit ?esh, pit



shoots length. SpreadiApproximately 1.0 meter. The whole orchard was oriented to a central leader organization, with tree



lines spaced of 4.0 meters and trees spaced of 1.0 meter in a same tree line. 20



l?goniVery vigorous. The present variety grew from about 60.0 centimeters to 80.0 centimeters in height



cavity and stone of the new variety. The leaves of the new variety are also present. FIG. 3 is a color photograph that depicts a close view of a



during the ?rst and following growing seasons. For second and following seasons, the variety was pruned to an approximate height of 2.50 meters.



typical fruit of the ‘FLATBEAUTI’ variety. FIG. 4 is a color photograph that depicts a close view of typical leaves on tree.
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ProduclivizyiVery productive. Fruit set is spaced by thinning to develop the remaining fruit into the desired market siZed fruit. The number of the fruit set



Due to chemical development, processing and printing, the



varies with the prevailing climatic conditions and cul



leaves and fruit depicted in these photographs may or may not be accurate when compared to the actual botanical specimen.



tivar practices employed during the bloom period, and 30



DETAILED BOTANICAL DESCRIPTION



is therefore not distinctive of the present variety. Bearer.4Considered very regular. A thinning of 1 fruit out of 3 was necessary for the tree valoriZation. Thin



ning may not be too important because of the high



The tree, ?owers, and fruit may vary in slight detail due to variations in soil type, cultural practices, and climatic condi



tion. The potential for commercial production of fresh fruit by ‘FLATBEAUTI’ is high, due to fruit very long shelf life without alteration after harvesting.
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magnifying potential of the fruit. Form .iSemi-spread to semi-upright naturally. DensizyiConsidered medium dense to dense. HardinessiThe present tree was grown and evaluated



in France. The variety appears to be hardy under typi



Trees are vigorous and large stature half-standing in a



semi-spread to semi-upright aspect. The ?owering shoot is present excluding brushwood side away from sun. Flowering



cal central Pyrénees-Orientales department climatic



40



conditions. Fruits remain very attractive because they



begins medium in springtime. The type of ?ower is showy,



are well colored with an excellent semi-sweet ?avor.



with medium to large petal siZe. Petals are medium pink. Leaf glands are present and reniform. Time of maturity for con sumption is considered medium. The fruit ?esh is white with a redpigmentation under the skin and in the stone cavity. Fruit skin is very thick, of bright red color on an orange red ground. The stone is clingstone, of small to medium siZe and the ?esh



Experimentations on different sites with winter chill



ing requirement comprised between 350 hours and 1200 hours showed a good behavior of the tree in all cases. No damages were caused by ascertained tem peratures as low as —12° degrees Celsius. The tree was also resistant to frosty springtime weather. In a gen
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is semi-adherent to adherent. Fruit taste is semi-sweet.



Compared to ‘FLATPRETTY’ (U.S. Plant Pat. No. 21,389)



eral manner, the ?at fruit varieties are more sensitive



to critical low temperatures and to climatic variations. This is due to the ovule that is less protected than in the classical round fruits. The implantation is recom mended where the peach tree is able to grow and more particularly in the ones that have the less frosts.
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the maturity period is approximately similar. The blooming time is also approximately similar. The fruit is of a superior quality as far as presentation is concerned. The fruit is of a



homogenous bright red blush color. The pistil end is well closed.
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Referring more speci?cally to the pomological details of this new and distinct variety of white peach tree, the following has been observed during the third fruiting season under the ecological conditions prevailing at the orchards located near the town of Elne, in the Pyrénees-Orientales department,



and 6.5 centimeters when measured at a distance of



approximately 30.0 centimeters above the soil, on 60



France. All observations have been made on rootstock culti var. The rootstock was a rootstock tree of the trademark 65



‘FRANC INRA MONTCLAR®’. All major color code des



Trunk:



DiameleniApproximately between 5.8 centimeters



DETAILED DESCRIPTION



trees from the third growing season.



Bark ZexZuraiRough, with lenticels. LenlicelsiNumerous lenticels are present on trees



from the fourth growing season. The number of len ticels reaches 2 to 4 lenticels per cm2. The lenticels range in siZe from approximately 0.2 centimeters in height and about 0.3 to 0.6 centimeters in width.
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Lenticels coloriThe outside surface of lenticels has a



SizeiConsidered medium.



silver-grey color (RHS GREY 201 C to D), Whereas the inside surface is broWn (RHS GREYED



Length .iAbout 10.0 millimeters.



ORANGE 166 C to D).



DiameteriAbout 1.0 to 2.0 millimeters.



ColoriLight green to yelloW on the upper surface



Bark colorationiThe bark has a silver-grey color a little more pronounced than lenticels outside color



(RHS GREEN 137 C) and yelloW green (RHS YEL LOW GREEN 145 B) on the loWer surface.



(RHS GREY 201 C or RHS BLACK N 200 C). Branches:



Leaf glands: SizeiConsidered medium. Their length is about 1.0 millimeter. Their Width is betWeen 1.5 and 2.0 milli



SizeiMature branches and current season shoots are



considered medium to thick for the variety. Mature branches shoW a length betWeen 80.0 and 100.0 cen



meters.



Number.4Generally 4, sometimes 2 to 4.



timeters.



lypeiReniform.



DiameteriAverage as compared to other peach variet



ColoriOn young leaves, leaf gland color is considered pale green (RHS GREEN 137 C). On older leaves,



ies. The current season shoots have a diameter from



4.0 to 9.0 millimeters, and branches of trees from the third growing season have a diameter comprised betWeen 18.0 and 23.0 millimeters. Current season shoots surface textureiAverage, Wood that is several years old has no furroWed appearance. Crotch anglesiPrimary branches are considered vari



leaf gland color turns to a dark broWn (RHS GREY BROWN 199 A to B). 20



GenerallyiNo leaf stipules Were observed. But as seen



in the characteristic relative to the leaves uniformity, it is possible to ?nd leaves by groups of 2 or 3, With a



able, but the crotch angles are generally betWeen 60 degrees and 80 degrees from the horiZontal axis. This particular characteristic is not considered distinctive of the variety, hoWever. Internode lengtlriGenerally 25.0 millimeters to 30.0 millimeters. Color of mature branchesiBroWn (RHS GREY BROWN 199 A to B). Color ofcurrent season shootsiThe color of neW shoot



normal-size leaf and smaller ones.



Flowers:



Flower buds.4Generally. At pre-?oral stage of devel opment, the ?oral buds are conic in form With a round



tip. Their form is evolving until blooming, With vari able dimensions. Just before blooming, ?oral buds are 30



tips is considered a pale yelloW green (RHS GREEN 144 A to C) on loWer part of neW shoot tips, Whereas the upper part is colored broWn-purple to broWn-red (RHS GREYED PURPLE GROUP 187 A to B or



GREYED RED 182 A) folloWing the position on the shoot.



MarginsiSmooth and regular. Leaf stipules:



approximately 10.0 millimeters Wide and approxi mately 18.0 millimeters long. Color. This character istic is dependent upon the proximity to bloom. At pre-?oral stage of development, the bottom of the ?oWers buds, or calyx formed by sepals, is of purple
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broWn color (RHS GREYED PURPLE 183 A to D or



GREY BROWN GROUP 199 A); the corolla formed



by petals, is generally of medium pink color (RHS



Leaves:



RED PURPLE 65 A to C). Petals color shoWs an



Size.4Considered medium to large for the species. Leaf measurements have been taken from vigorous, upright, current- season groWth at approximately mid shoot. The ratio leaf length/leaf Width is above 3.57. LeaflengtlriFrom 125 .0 to 182.0 millimeters With leaf
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Pyrénées-Orientales department climatic conditions. No Winter injury Was noted during the last several years of evaluation in the central Pyrénees-Orientales



petiole. Average length of 156.0 millimeters. Leaf WldZl’LiFI'OIII 35.0 to 52.0 millimeters. Average



department, With Winter temperatures as loW as —10° 45



Width of 44.0 millimeters.



Leaf base shapeiConcave relative to the leaf longitu dinal axis.



LeafformiLanceolate. Hp form .iAcuminate.
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Leaf color:



Upper leafsurfaceiDark green (RHS GREEN 137 A). to C) than the upper leaf surface color. 55



more).



semi-late in relative comparison to other commercial



department, France. The date of full bloom is observed at the middle of the blooming period. The date of bloom varies slightly With climatic conditions 60



Form.4Considered slightly dentate. UniformityiLeaves are isolated or grouped by 2 or 3. In this last case, it is found one leaf of normal siZe With one or tWo smaller leaves (siZe-reduction of 50% and



temperatures up to 42° C. With an average tempera ture betWeen 28° C. and 30° C. during 3 Weeks in summer. Date of bloom. Generally from late February to beginning of March. The ?rst bloom Was observed on Feb. 26, 2005. Second to ?fth blooms took place



peach cultivars groWn in the Pyrénees-Orientales



Mid-vein: ColoriLight green With a yelloW cream touch (RHS YELLOW GREEN 145 C to D) and evolves With



maturity. Leaf marginsiSlightly undulating.



C. in January. The current variety has not been inten tionally subjected to drought or heat stress, but the variety shoWed a very good resistance in orchard to



respectively on Feb. 24, 2006, Feb. 26, 2008, Mar. 4, 2009 and Mar. 17, 2010. Blooming time. Considered



Lower surfaceiA lighter green (RHS GREEN 137 B



Leaf textureiSmooth. Leaf venationiPinnately veined.



evolution until the end of blooming. Hardiness. The buds are considered hardy under typical central
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and cultural practices. Duration of bloom. Approxi mately 8 to 10 days. This characteristic varies slightly With the prevailing climatic conditions. FloWer type. The variety is considered to have a shoWy type ?oWer. FloWer siZe. Considered medium to large. FloWer diameter at full bloom is approximately 33.0 to 40.0



millimeters. Bloom quantity. Considered abundant,
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7 approximately 45 ?owers per meter. Flower bud fre quency. Generally 2 ?ower buds appear per node,



Average cheek diameteniFrom 60.0 to 70.0 millime



occasionally 1.



Average axial diameteniFrom 30.0 millimeters 40.0 millimeters. lj/pical weightiApproximately 120.0 to 170.0 grams. This characteristic is highly dependent upon the pre



ters.



PetaliSiZe. Considered medium to large for the spe



cies. Length. Generally about 19.0 millimeters.



Width. Generally about 18.0 millimeters. Petal form. Round. Petal count. Nearly always 5. Petal texture. vailing cultural practices, and therefore is not particu Smooth and soft. Petal color. Both surfaces of the larly distinctive of the variety. Fruit form: petal are colored with a medium pink (RHS RED PURPLE 65 A to C) when young, slightly darkening 10 GenerallyiRound and oblate. The fruit is generally with advancing senescence. Fragrance. Soft. uniform in symmetry, viewed from pistil end. Low Petal claw.iForm. The claw is considered to have a dented. conic form with a slightly rounded tip. Length. Fruit sutureiVery shallow, extending from the base to Approximately 6.0 to 7.0 millimeters. Width. 15 the apex. No apparent callousing or stitching exists along the suture line. Approximately 3.0 to 5.0 millimeters. Petal margins. Suture: Slightly wavy, sinuate.



Petal apetaiGenerally. The petal apices are generally complete at the tip and round. Flower pediceliLength. Considered medium to long and having an average length of approximately 4.0 to 5.0 millimeters. Diameter. Average 2.0 millimeters. Color. Brown to light brown (RHS GREY BROWN N199 C to D). Calymilnternal surface texture. Smooth and glabrous. Color. The inner surface of the calyx is considered of washed-green yellow (RHS YELLOW 13 A to B to



C0l0r.iThis has generally a color similar to the blush fruit color, a bright red (RHS RED 47 A to B or RHS GREYED PURPLE 187 B to C) on an orange red



20



ground (RHS YELLOW GROUP 10 C to D). Ventral surface: FarmiSmooth.



Apeyailn slight dip. 25



BaseiSemi-?ared and shallow.



Stem cavityiAverage depth of the stem cavity is about 5 .0 millimeters. Average width is about 12.0 millime



YELLOW GREEN 150 A to B) color. The outer sur



ters.



face is purple brown (RHS GREYED PURPLE 183 A to D). SepalxiNumber. Generally 5. Surface texture. The



Fruit skin: Thickness.4Considered very thick and strong, and tenacious to the ?esh depending on stage of maturity. TextureiSmooth.



outer surface has a ?ne pubescent texture. SiZe.



Medium. Ovoid shape. Length. Approximately between 5.0 and 6.0 millimeters. Width. Approxi mately between 4.0 and 5.0 millimeters. Color. Flat red (RHS GREYED PURPLE 183 A to B). Stamens per ?ower. Average 40 stamens per ?ower. Anthers.iLength. Medium. Color. Yellow orange red color (RHS YELLOW ORANGE 16 A to B). Anthers are becoming brown (RHS GREYED RED 178 A) at



TasteiSemi-sweet, sugared, aromatic. 35



40



maturity. The color evolves with ?owering. Pollen production. Pollen is abundant, and has a yellow color (RHS YELLOW ORANGE 17 B to C). The present



Tendency t0 crackiNone. Color: Blush c0l0r.iThis blush color is a homogenous bright red (RHS RED 47 A to B or RHS GREYED PURPLE 187 B to C). The red blush covers 85% to 90% ofthe fruit skin surface. The percentage of the blush on the fruit skin surface can vary, and is generally dependant upon the prevailing conditions under which the fruit was grown.



variety is auto-fertile (self-pollinating). FilamentxiSize. Variable in length, approximately 9.0



Ground c0l0r.iThe ground color is orange red (RHS



to 16.0 millimeters in length. Color. Considered pale



fruit on the peduncle side. The percentage of the ground color of the fruit skin surface can vary, and is



YELLOW GROUP 10 C to D) on 10% to 15% of the



pink (RHS RED PURPLE 62 C to D or RED PURPLE



generally dependant upon the prevailing conditions



73 A to B). The color is evolving with ?owering.



PistiliNumber. Usually 1. Length. Approximately



under which the fruit was grown.



Fruit stemiMedium in length, approximately 5 .0 mil



from 12.0 to 15.0 millimeters including the ovary.



Color. Considered very pale green (RHS YELLOW



limeters.



GREEN 150 D or RHS YELLOW GREEN 151 D).



DiameteniApproximately 5.0 millimeters.



The color is evolving with ?owering. Surface texture.



CalaniPale green (RHS YELLOW GREEN 145 A to



Glabrous. Fruits:



B). 55



RipenxiVery homogenous, slow, very evenly. TextureiVery ?rm, very dense, crunchy, luscious, and juicy at harvesting maturity stage.



MaturityiVery ?rm at maturity (shipping ripe). Date of?rst pickingilul. 15, 2010, exceptionally late due to climatic conditions in winter 2010.



Date of last pickingilul. 23, 2010, exceptionally late due to climatic conditions in winter 2010. The date of



Flesh:



60



harvest varies slightly with the prevailing climatic conditions.



RipeningperiacliApproximately 8 to 10 days.



FiberxiNot ?brous. AramaiPronounced. Eating quality.4Considered very good, sweet and aro matic. Flav0r.4Considered semi-sweet. The Brix is generally



superior to 13 degrees and acidity is comprised GenerallyiConsidered large, with a homogeneous siZe between them.
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between 6 and 9 meq/ 100 ml. The ?avor is considered



juicy and aromatic.
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JuiceiVery juicy at complete maturity.



ThicknessiAbout 8.0 millimeters. Form .iConsidered oblate and round.



BrimiSuperior to 13.0 degrees. This characteristic var



ies slightly With the number of fruit per tree; prevail



PellicleiSlightly pubescent.



ing cultural practices; and the surrounding climatic



ColoniThe kernel skin is orange broWn (RHS GREYED ORANGE 164 A or GREYED ORANGE



conditions. Flesh coloniWhite ?esh (RHS GREEN WHITE 157



N170A). The almond, Which is the seed of the kernel, is cream-White (RHS WHITE 155 B). The kernel and



D) usually With a red pigmentation (RHS RED 53 B to



its embryo are mature at the time of fruit maturity.



C) under the skin on the apex side and in the stone



UseiThe subject variety ‘FLATBEAUTI’ is consid



cavity. Some pigmentation points of a red color in the



ered to be a ?at White peach tree of the medium season



fruit ?esh can be observed.



of maturity, and Which produces fruits that are con



Stone:



sidered large, ?rm, and attractively colored. Emits are excellent for uncooked consumption, crunchy or at full maturity. Due to their ?esh quality, ?rmness and density, they can also be commercialized as 4”’ range



Zj1pe.iClingstone. More or less adherent according to



the fruit maturity. Stone cavityiMedium, With an ovoid form and dimen sions corresponding to the stone’s dimensions. Size.4Considered small to medium for the variety. The stone size varies signi?cantly depending upon the tree



product (packed fruit or fruit in bags for example). And they are also useful for both local and very long



distance shipping.



vigor, crop load and prevailing groWing conditions. Length .iFrom 20.0 to 22.0 millimeters. WidtniFrom 20.0 to 21.0 millimeters. DiameteniFrom 12.0 to 13.0 millimeters.



Keeping qualityiExcellent. Fruit stayed a little more 20



degree Celsius. They have a sloW maturation and a long shelf life both on the tree after groWth comple tion and after harvesting Without alteration.



F0rm.4Oblate, semi-round. BaseiFlat to round shape.



Apex:



Shipping qualityiConsidered very good. The fruit of



Shape.4Oblate With a slight ridge.



the neW ?at peach variety shoWed minimal bruising of



Stone surface:



the ?esh or skin damage after being subjected to nor



Surface textureiThe pit is transversely furroWed on its entire surface. FurroWs are more pronounced toWard



the apex. The stone is pitted toWard the base. Relief is



prominent generally and present basally.



30



RidgesiThe surface texture is generally characterized is more prominent at the apical tip. Width.4Considered small to medium, and having a dimension of approximately 2.0 millimeters at mid



35



suture.



Dorsal edge:



Shape.4Grooved. Stone coloniThe color of the dry stone is orange broWn



WidtniAbout 9 .0 millimeters.



ment, France, it should be understood that variations of the usual magnitude and characteristics incident to changes in



groWing conditions, fertilization, pruning, pest control and 45



horticultural management are to be expected. We claim: 1. A neW and distinct variety of ?at White peach tree as



illustrated and described, characterized by a large ?at fruit of very long shelf life Without alteration after harvesting, and With a semi-sWeet White ?esh of high eating quality and an



Kernel:



SizeiSmall, round and oblate. Length .iAbout 9.0 millimeters.



ceptibilities Were noted. The present variety is loW sensitive to poWdery mildeW, and loW sensitive to conservation diseases and decay due to its thick and strong skin. Although the neW variety of ?at peach tree possesses the described characteristics When groWn under the ecological



conditions prevailing near Elne, Pyrénées-Orientales depart 40



(RHS GREYED ORANGE 174 C to D or GREYED ORANGE 173 C to D) With some zones of light



broWn (RHS GREYED ORANGE 176 C). Tendency t0 splitiSplitting is absent or very loW, depending on climatic conditions betWeen blooming period and stone hardening.



mal harvesting and packing procedures. Its resistance to handling during harvest and packing and its long shelf life Without alteration after harvest easily permit 3 Weeks-shipping at 2° degree Celsius. Resistance to insects and diseaseiNo particular sus



by more prominent ridges along the ventral edges and



Ventral edge:



than one Week on tree before harvest and then, has stored Well more than 4 Weeks after harvest at 2.0



attractive bright red skin color on an orange red ground. 50
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Peach tree named 'Burpeachtwentythree'












[image: Peach tree named 'White Diamond']
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